Feedback Form Results n=106 6/23/10

Emotionally Focused Therapy: Love as an Attachment Bond
Presented By: Sue Johnson, Ed.D. (J0607)
Dear Participant:
Thank you for completing this program. We value your comments. Please fill out and return this form with your test.
1.

How helpful was the program in increasing your understanding of:
Very Helpful
Day 1
1) The need for a theory of Love ………………….………………..….....
5

4

Some Help
3

2

2) Basic elements of emotionally focused therapy …………………...….

5

4

3

2

1

4.8

3) The Steps and Stages of EFT ………………………...………….....…..

5

4

3

2

1

4.4

4) Examples of the steps & stages of EFT …..………………………...….

5

4

3

2

1

4.3

5) EFT interventions ……………………………………………………....

5

4

3

2

1

4.8

6) Examples of EFT Interventions ………………………......………..….

5

4

3

2

1

4.3

7) Applications of EFT with traumatized couples ..……………….…….

5

4

3

2

1

4.1

8) Examples of EFT applied to trauma …..……………………………….….

5

4

3

2

1

4.1

Very Effective
4
3

2

1

Ineffective
4.7

No Help AVG
1
4.6

Day 2

2.

How effective was Dr. Johnson in presenting this program?
5

3.

How knowledgeable was Dr. Johnson regarding the material she presented?

Most Knowledgeable
5
4

3

Least Knowledgeable
2
1

4.9

Comments regarding Dr. Johnson’s quality of instruction and teaching ability:

4. BEFORE you began this program, how valuable did you anticipate this program would be for you?
Very Valuable
5
4
5. NOW that you have finished this program, how valuable did you find it?
Very Valuable
5
4

3

2

No Value
1

4.0

3

2

No Value
1

4.8

Have you completed other J&K Seminar home study programs? ____Yes ____No
Now that you have completed this program, how inclined are you to order other programs?
Highly Inclined
Somewhat Inclined
5
4
3
2
Comments:

Additional Overall Comments, Criticisms, Compliments and Suggestions (What can we do to improve our programs?):

Disinclined
1
4.6

speaker comments
Speaker
Excellent, I have been in this business for nearly 20 years & it is hard to find CE material that is challenging, relevant & seared
to my level, this was.
She was great, very interesting and many more examples. The theory of love was not so clear to me, yes attachment theory
Great presenter
She was a great teacher, this seminar made me want to explore further training in EFT. I also gave a lot more thought to how I
work with individuals and found it gave me some useful techniques
She has inspired me to seek further EFT training
Very interesting, effective and engaging. My only concerns are this model with highly traumatized people who are so damaged
that they can’t see the partner really need more individual work
very informative & clearly stated, extremely helpful, excellent dialogue in class and in details
Excellent teacher, inspiring very articulate, excellent use of clinical examples
Fun to listen to
engaging, skillful, love her work & her theory, very clear
I love the fact that she repeats the core points & illustrates them , this helped me learn, I love the examples from clients, I love
the simple clear language
She was knowledgeable and engaging
She's very lively with lots of great examples from her work & loads of research data, sometimes she gets off topic with stories
& examples that is confusing and disorientating
I enjoyed her very much
very engaging
very interesting good teacher, I loved listening to her stories, presents materials in a clear simple manner
would like more on steps and stages
Organized & focused
Gifted clinician & communicator
Instruction & teaching ability are very good overall; handouts didn't match the lecture too well; hoping for more info on
traumatized couples & she sort of lost her momentum when it came time for that
Best I've heard
Down to earth; real; common sense
Appreciated Johnson's passion for what she was teaching; stories that were shared were very helpful, both from life
experience as well as case studies
Great theory & approach
Could be pithier; fewer asides
Excellent teacher; repetitious but delightful; I learn well with her style of teaching
Excellent
Of all your programs, Dr. Johnson is the best; bring more!
Very engaging presentation
Outstanding not only in her knowledge, compassion & technique but also in her ability to communicate, teach & help others to
assimilate the material effectively
Very engaging; very knowledgeable about theory, research & clinical use of EFT
Excellent
Dynamic, delightful, theoretically & empirically sound; she skipped a part at the end, maybe the last two sections
Very interesting and engaging

speaker comments
Speaker
It was valuable and absorbing to listen again
Always a delight to listen to
Found info useful
A little hard to understand at times
very enjoyable
She goes off on tangents but does come back to what she was aiming at. I found the examples illuminating
Great therapy model, will use often
Either the questions on the test were hard to answer‐more difficult than they needed to be or her teaching style was difficult
for me. I’ve listened 4 or 5 times now & I am still uncertain about answers
enjoyed all of the examples very much, seemed easily applied
Excellent program
Either I am getting used to her style or she is a little softer in this presentation than the 6 hour one and more effective
She is entertaining, knowledgeable educator. Her sense of humor & ability to clarify helped me to take in big bites
She seemed very defensive and too much emphasis on "selling" EFT. She seemed to have a lot of "wasted motion"

Overall Comments
Comment
I am a new fan, I have young children & prefer not to travel to seminars, this is a GREAT way to get high‐quality instruction w/o
traveling. I will be doing a nueroscience therapy one next..thanks!
Excellent quality! Defintaly will choose J&K seminars for all future CEU's
Thank you
Great seminar
Thanks
I would be very willing to do another home study program
Wonderful quality I would have loved to get on line to view the couples and therapy that they cited in the tapes, it was very
informative and enlightening
5
I am behind in reporting my CE units for license renewal in part because of a death in my family
Very helpful way to get CEU's on ones own time
This was very informative, ive learned so much5
5
5
This was by far the best seminar I have taken, I repeat the cd's and continue to learn
Disks worked well, your service is good
keep up the good work
This is already helping me with my clients, this was valuable, thanks for recommending it
I learned a lot from this program and am considering getting further training in this model
very engaging
this was an informative experience, I learned so much, I appriciate how she tied in the work of others
Overall I like that this was 12 hour presentation; the longer the better because it goes into more depth.
Enjoyed listening to both sets; discs should each have an introduction & the breaks should be announced so I can keep my
place in the notes; wish there was a way to borrow rather than purchase discs
So much knowledge was shared that it was helpful to be able to stop the CD for note taking purposes; best home study
courses I have ever taken; thanks for making it avilable
Excellent training tape; I'll use it as a jump off point to continue to learn; I've bought Sue's book & will possibly get more
training; I really believe in this model.
Well recorded & convenient
Rather do it on line; not be tapes
As you know, many companies are offering these home study courses. I really like the fact that you offer the best of the field!
Exceptional program
Please be sure to always give a microphone to audience members when they ask a question; J&K Seminars are outstanding, as
well as customer service!
Helpful test; not distracting; well designed. Thank you!
The test seems only designed to evaluate whether one is listening for specific test details rather than whether significant
hearing took place
I love coming to your seminars
Excellent superb, useful
I will be inclined except they will be limiting the number of licensing CEU's we can get for home study to 10 per 3 year period
This was such a relief, I had taken 2 other home study CEU courses and had been bored. I want to listen to these Cd's all over

Overall Comments
Comment
without the distraction of the test
Nice job
I found this set of CD's exceptional, I look forward to more learning
Some of the test questions were obviously there to make you listen to the tape but not relevant to learning basic concept of
Eft

